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The expansion of the global supply chain represents one of the most significant challenges and 
opportunities for shippers and carriers around the globe. Proper planning of logistics will allows shippers 
to reduce overhead expenses and overcome substantial obstacles, such as the trucker shortage or 
using outdated software. Moreover, the resurgence of 3PLs and outsourcing will continue to push the 
limitations of efficiency, and shippers need to know a few things about the top trends to expect in logistics 
management throughout 2019.

How Logistics Technology & 
Growth will Shape Shipping 
in 2019

http://cerasis.com
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What’s Driving Growth of 3PLs in 2019?

The 3PL market is growing, and according to PRNewswire, the 3PL market will increase significantly 
throughout 2019, contributing to a total valuation of approximately $1.5 trillion by 2025. The 
astonishing growth is attributable to the expansion of e-commerce, the emergence of new markets 
in Asia and Europe, changes in ocean container shipping, the development of new technology, the 
quest for new final miles solutions, and more. Shippers need to understand the growth of 3PL 
services and how they will affect operations and cost-effectiveness in the coming year. 

3PL Use Expected to Continue Due to Uncertainty Over Government Funding

According to Hellenic Shipping News Worldwide, the government shutdown of December 2018, 
which persisted into 2019, will impact shipping decisions. Shippers facing the most significant 
uncertainty over federal services includes shippers that regularly use the significant parcel and 
LTL carriers that service government matters. Unfortunately, the effects of the shutdown continue 
to permeate the industry by delaying national reports relating to safety and legislation to refine 
trucking regulations. The Hours of Service regulations are some of the top issues that suffer from 
time lost due to the shutdown. As a result, more shippers will look for ways to avoid the uncertainty 
associated with the shutdown, expanding carrier networks and considering new contractors. 
In other words, these shippers will be more apt to leverage the services of a 3PL to safeguard 
against uncertainty by tapping into systems, like the Cerasis Rater, the TMS offered by Cerasis, the 
transportation management solutions company, to broaden the ability to add multiple carriers 
into one system.

Increased Globalization Will Enhance the Growth of 3PL Services and Capabilities

Increased globalization will be a primary driving force of the growth of 3PL services and capabilities. 
In fact, today’s 3PL’s are ready on track to offer more value-added services, such as small package 
logistics management and accounting benefits. With more companies and parties privy to logistics 
management conversations and collaboration through globalization, the importance of accuracy 
and accounting and the ability to handle all modes of shipping will increase.

http://cerasis.com
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/third-party-logistics-3pl-market-to-reach-1-513-11-bn-globally-by-2025-at-7-1-cagr-says-allied-market-research-870641636.html
https://cerasis.com/transportation-technology/cerasis-central/
https://cerasis.com/transportation-technology/cerasis-central/
https://www.hellenicshippingnews.com/government-shutdown-what-economic-reports-are-suspended/
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Shipper-Carrier Relationships Will Face More Strain Throughout 2019

As explained by Jeff Berman of Logistics Management, shipper and carrier relationships will be put 
to the test throughout 2019. Believe it or not, most trucks in the U.S. are not owned by the big three 
carriers. Instead, they are owned by smaller, private and local fleets, so increased competition 
in the global market will naturally lead to an increased risk of freight refusals and turndowns. 
Meanwhile, the the volatility in spot full truckload rates and the increasing rates of LTL will result 
in a higher demand for freight consolidation services, which will naturally require deconsolidation 
services as well. These out of touch points will place an additional burden on shippers concerned 
about ensuring the proper handling of products and timely delivery.

Information Sharing and Transparency Will Affect Shippers

Information sharing and transparency will be a significant concern throughout 2019 and will drive 
more companies to embrace the use of a 3PL. Since 3PLs are independent, they have a reputation 
for honesty and ethical business practices. With the development of cloud-based software and 
the innovations expected to come out of chain-based technology, the use of information sharing 
and transparency will further drive more shippers to embrace 3PL’s wholeheartedly. 

Automation of Workflows Will Contribute to More Outsourcing

Logistics automation will also drive the growth of 3PLs. Although robotics and automated systems 
are an excellent resource for strained labor departments, they can be a nightmare for shippers 
with limited experience using such technologies. Instead of trying to handle the maintenance of 
such dated technology, the job will naturally fall to third parties, including facilities management 
service providers and even 3PLs.

The Trucker Shortage Will Worsen Concurrently 
With the Talent Shortage 

Two other factors remain. The trucker shortage will 
worsen as the talent shortage in manufacturing and 
logistics expands. At the same time, last-mile delivery 
options are changing. Consumers expect multiple 
delivery options, and they want to the freedom to 
choose options that are more convenient. This may 
range from buying online and pick up in-store (BOPIS) 
options to delivery to another location. According to 
McKinsey&Company, the true changes in the last mile 
leg of the journey may be even more profound. Robotics, 
drones and smart vehicles will help shippers access an 
even wider talent pool. In some locations, startups are 
developing processes that utilize employee vehicles 
to deliver goods to consumers. Imagine Walmart 
employees delivering products on the drive home. This 
type of disruptive thinking will be a defining factor and 
contribute to the growth of 3PL services throughout the 
coming year. 

http://cerasis.com
https://www.logisticsmgmt.com/article/2019_3pl_study_highlights_ongoing_changes_in_shipper_3pl_dynamics
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Travel Transport and Logistics/Our Insights/How customer%2a0demands are reshaping last mile delivery/How-customer-demands-are-reshaping-last-mile-delivery.ashx
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Sustainability Will Affect Consumers’ Decisions

As explained by Flash Global, modern generations, including millennials and generations Zers are 
some of the most eco-conscious people on the planet. Their decisions are rooted in the impact on 
the environment and their fellow man. Companies that embrace sustainability garner the attention 
of millennials and Generation Zers. Unfortunately, those that forgo sustainability and adherence 
with the latest ISO standards regarding recycling will face the threat of bankruptcy.

5 Full Truckload Trends to Watch in 2019

Shippers face great uncertainty regarding the full truckload industry for 2019. Capacity is still 
wasted, reports Satish Patel via JOC.com, yet new apps and technologies are changing the way 
shippers tender and schedule freight. Shippers need to know the full truckload trends to watch in 
2019 and their potential impact on the industry.

1

2

Raw Material Shortages and Price Hikes Will Contribute to Renewed Interest in Fleet 
Preventive Maintenance

The threat of new tariffs levied by the Trump Administration will have a dramatic effect on 
full truckload shipping. Unfortunately, tariffs and uncertainty regarding trade deals will lead 
to higher costs for raw materials, and in some cases, shippers may be incapable of obtaining 
these raw materials. Meanwhile, the other largest source for raw materials and finished 
products, especially trucks, Mexico, is under a constant barrage of threats relating to trade. 
Without entering a political discussion, shippers will take a proactive stance against the risk 
of uncertainty through the increased use of preventative maintenance on existing fleets. 
At the same time, the purchasing of new trucks in fleet vehicles is expected to contract in 
response to uncertainty regarding trade. In other words, available full truckload capacity 
will stay the same, if not decrease, in the coming months.

Contracted Full Truckload Trends to Watch in 2019 Include Increasing Rates

Contracted full truckload rates will also increase throughout 2019. This is the result of tight 
capacity and the driver shortage. However, rate increases are also the result of problems 
coming to fruition, revolving around the hours of service regulation. This risk is hurting 
shippers ability to get products to consumers on time. Meanwhile, many drivers and 
shippers have voiced concerns that the HOS regulations are too strict and result in an unfair 
loss of wages.

http://cerasis.com
https://flashglobal.com/blog/future-of-third-party-logistics/
https://www.freightwaves.com/news/ltl/fedex-freight-testing-last-mile-services
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Tesla’s Development of Electric Powered Trucks Will Start to Affect the Industry

According to CCJ Digital, the development of electric semis will begin to affect the full 
truckload market, which will have the result of lowering rates in the long-term outlook. 
Unfortunately, 2019 will not be the year when electric trucks become commonplace. In other 
words, the majority of shippers will continue to use traditional trucks to move shipments. 
A similar trend exists for the use of autonomous trucks. Although major companies are 
working to develop autonomous, driverless trucks, the widespread application of such 
technology remains in infancy. Therefore, shippers should think about ways to make full 
use of existing fleets and tap into available capacity, wherever possible.

App-Based Logistics Will Disrupt the Industry

As explained by Amy Feldman via Forbes, the Uberization of trucking and app-based 
logistics services will continue to disrupt the full truckload industry throughout 2019. App-
based logistics management offers a stress-free, easy way for shippers to tap into larger 
carrier networks, including local and regional carriers. Since more truckers will work with 
private fleets than the nation’s major carriers, this effectively gives shippers an opportunity 
to tap into 90 percent of the overall full truckload market share.

The Value of a TMS Is Essential to Reducing Freight Spend

A final consideration regarding the full truckloads trends to watch in 2019 goes back to 
the value of a transportation management system (TMS). A TMS is a one-stop solution 
for shippers needing to carefully catalog, tender, schedule, track, and manage all logistics 
needs. Using a dedicated TMS reduces many of the inconsistencies associated with 
using a homegrown TMS or other existing legacy systems. Furthermore, a modern TMS 
utilizes cloud-based technology to minimize implementation costs and ensure maximum 
optimization of its capabilities. In other words, the software vendor is responsible for the 
maintenance of the system, so shippers only need to worry about actual logistics needs.

http://cerasis.com
https://www.ccjdigital.com/from-the-data-world-trucking-forecasts-and-trends-for-2019/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/amyfeldman/2019/01/03/18-wheelers-at-app-speed-a-800m-startup-is-trying-to-pull-an-uber-on-the-trucking-business/#24599e995007
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Why Shipper and Carrier Relationships Will Need to Improve in 2019

Shipper and carrier relationships are subject to many factors, and the slightest change in the market 
can lead to uncertainty regarding where the relationships stand. Unfortunately, increasing freight 
rates for LTL, full truckload, parcels, multimodal shipments, and even international shipments will 
result in a greater focus and emphasis on making shipper and carrier relationships work. Also, 
shippers will look for new ways to make freight attractive to carriers, a prerequisite to gaining 
shipper-of-choice status, essentially putting Shipper A’s freight higher in priority over other 
shippers. 

Multimodal Shipping Will Increase, Resulting in More Interaction

Continuing rate hikes and the increased use of Multimodal shipping will naturally lead to more 
communication between shippers and carriers. This is the result of increased volume being shipped 
and increased complexity of shipments. Failure to provide accurate information and complete all 
preparation steps before pick up will lead to poor performance reviews by the carrier. In other 
words, carriers will be more likely to refuse to pick up shipments, and if they do, carriers may 
charge a higher rate for your freight.

Tariffs Will Lead to Higher International Shipping Costs

The steady rate increases associated with shipping in 2019 will also evolve in response to current 
and announced tariffs. Although the economy has exhibited strong growth over the past year, 
uncertainty at the end of 2018 leads to many misgivings regarding the Federal Reserve’s actions 
and plans for 2019. Unfortunately, this uncertainty could lead to the release of new tariffs, which 
may prompt retaliatory tariffs by foreign countries. This will effectively lead to higher international 
shipping costs, which will translate into higher domestic prices as well. The only way to successfully 
combat higher tariffs is through better shipper and carrier relationships, tapping into unique 
negotiated rates and value-added services.

Tightening Capacity Will Result in Refusals and More

As explained by Bob Farrell via Transport Topics, multiple rate hikes are likely throughout 2019. 
Even though the capacity crunch remains in the news, actual utilization is expected to drop closer 
to 94 percent. This may seem impossible, but it is the result of wasted capacity and the talent 
shortage. Even though capacity exists, drivers may be unavailable to fulfill carrier needs.

More Companies Will aim for Shipper of Choice Status

According to Steve Banker via Forbes, becoming a shipper of choice is one of the easiest ways 
for shippers to reduce freight spend and ensure available capacity, despite the ongoing driver 
shortage and capacity crunch. In addition, gaining shipper of choice status helps shippers properly 
balance costs and service, benchmark performance, access latest rates, enhance bids and much 
more. As more companies look for ways to gain shipper of choice status, eligibility criteria for the 
recognition may evolve. Therefore, those with this existing level of attention should stay in contact 
with carriers to ensure their status does not change.

http://cerasis.com
https://cerasis.com/transportation-management-solutions/carrier-relations/
https://www.ttnews.com/articles/opinion-what-shippers-can-expect-2019
https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevebanker/2018/11/02/becoming-a-shipper-of-choice/#7d96a28716d3
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Compliance and Tracking Will Come Under 
Scrutiny in 2019

As noted by Food Logistics, 2018 saw multiple food 
recalls and uncertainty regarding the sourcing and 
transportation of foods. As a result, shippers and 
carriers are working to improve their relationships 
through continuous measurement and analysis of 
performance, enhancing efficiency and safety. The 
coming year will see a renewed level of scrutiny over 
food supply chains, and compliance initiatives will 
likely extend over to medical and pharmaceutical 
supply chains as well. As a result, compliance and 
tracking measures will be a primary focus for 2019, 
and keeping an accurate chain of custody requires 
increased collaboration between shippers and 
carriers. 

Flexibility in Scheduling and Reducing Dwell Time 
Will Be Crucial

As explained by Aaron Huff via CCJ Digital, flexible 
dock schedules and order tendering reduces dwell 
time. However, flexibility is useless when drivers 
do not know when they should arrive. Shippers and 
carriers will need to stay in constant communication 
to increase capacity utilization rates and avoid 
unnecessary dwell time. In fact, reducing dwell time 
may lead to freight spend reductions due to fewer 
surcharges.

Trending Ways to Win at Freight Claims Management Practices

The right set of freight claims management practices can mean the difference between saving money 
and unnecessary expenses. Shippers should understand the top trending best practices to succeed in 
freight claims management to stay competitive throughout 2019. 

More Organizations, Including Governments, Will Demand Auditing in All Operations

One of the most effective ways to ensure freight claims management is working lies in understanding 
the value of the audit. More organizations are likely to turn to audits throughout 2019 to reduce the 
incidence of fraud and ensures accountability and supply chain management. Although freight claims 
management is typically associated with forward logistics, it will have a natural implication for reverse 
logistics as well. Shippers will look for audits to ensure products are returned in proper condition, 
especially when products are sent to a third-party form returns management.

http://cerasis.com
https://www.foodlogistics.com/transportation/blog/20999484/the-importance-of-carrier-relationship-management
https://www.ccjdigital.com/respect-technologies-key-in-improving-shipper-carrier-cooperation/
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Thorough Tracking of Shipments Reduces Unexpected Delays and Overcharges

The precise tracking of shipments is essential to effective freight claims management. Shippers 
should leverage the latest technology, including IoT-based sensors, Bluetooth, RFID, and AIDC 
technologies, to reduce delays and overcharges. Unfortunately, these technologies can do little 
good when mother nature strikes or another factor affects the delivery schedule. However, 
shippers with high-volume contracts may be able to recapture some freight spend through the 
enforcement of contracted rates, or reimbursements through a proper freight claims management 
program. 

Automated Freight Claims Management Practices Will Enable Better Recapture of Excess 
Charges

Now, it is impractical to audit every invoice by hand. This is where freight claims management 
automation can have a significant impact. Automated freight claims management practices 
review freight invoices and data reflecting the shipment to determine if the filing of a claim is 
warranted, is covered under the current cargo insurance or other factors apply. As explained by 
SocialMediaToday, the rise of e-commerce will lead to greater automation of customer service, 
and for business-to-business relationships, this amounts to the use of automated controls to 
handle freight claims management practices. 

This allows shippers to recapture access freight spend and costs. In addition, recaptured spend has 
the net effect of keeping profitability alive, read, reducing product price points for consumers. It is a 
win-win-win.

http://cerasis.com
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/the-future-of-ecommerce-60-stats-and-trends-for-2019-and-beyond-infograph/532576/
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More Companies Will Purchase Carrier Liability and Cargo Insurance

According to Jeff Berman of Logistics Management, the value of carrier liability and cargo insurance 
will expand in 2019. In fact, Macy’s has already taken additional steps to move away from carrier 
liability to cargo insurance for its rug business. Freight management often involves concerns 
regarding the impact on freight rate, pricing, capacity, availability and delivery windows. However, 
carrier liability is not the same thing as cargo insurance. Carrier liability refers to actions taken by a 
carrier that directly caused a problem or damage to the shipment.

Unfortunately, the Carmack amendment specifies in detail activities that are not covered by carrier 
liability. As a result, the greatest threats to a shipment, which have been floods and hurricanes in 
recent years, would have an exemption under the Carmack amendment. Therefore, and shippers 
may have lost property and value due to the storms being a so-called “Act of God.” As a result, it is 
practical for more shippers to purchase cargo insurance to ensure coverage for any non-covered 
events under carrier liability

Blockchain Technology Will Offer Additional Transparency and Accountability into Freight 
Claims Processes

Breakthroughs in freight claims management practices may be the creation of blockchain technology. 
As an incorruptible ledger, blockchain technology could be used to hold carriers accountable 
when their actions are not subject to the Carmack amendment and would otherwise be covered. 
However, the applications of blockchain technology will enhance transparency and accountability 
into the entire supply chain journey. As a result, shippers can rest assured and understand when 
events result in a delay or added expense. Furthermore, the use of blockchain technology will 
reduce the risk of fraud, which will help keep the costs of purchasing cargo insurance low for 
shippers.

http://cerasis.com
https://www.logisticsmgmt.com/article/shift_to_cargo_insurance_helps_macys_roll_out_the_carpet_for_a_smoother_sup
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Shipping Technology Will Become Synonymous With Efficiency 

Integration is everything in successful deployment and use of shipping technology. Shippers that 
want to improve operations must consider how integration is possible in these key ways:

Artificial Intelligence Will Enhance Shipping Tech Integration

As explained by Heinan via Landa Chief Executive, the value of artificial intelligence will be a 
significant force for increased efficiency and profitability throughout 2019. Artificial intelligence 
can automate the decisions affecting logistics, warehouse management, and order fulfillment. As 
artificial intelligence continues to develop on consumer-facing platforms, its value will further 
expand.

Adoption of Cloud-Based Technologies to Support Back-Office Functions Will Increase

Cloud-based technologies will streamline back-office support for shippers and carriers. Cloud-
based systems will reduce inefficiencies in scheduling, enhance freight management, provide a 
system of record for analytics and offer new technology and services at a more affordable rate. 

Shippers Will Look For Ways to Work Remotely as Standard Practices.

Working remotely is the new standard in freight management, and remote use of systems will 
require integration between all systems. Thus, the level of IT expertise will need to increase, and 
more companies will again turn to cloud-based platform vendors, such as Cerasis, to utilize this 
capability. 

VPNs and Password Managers Will Enhance 
Cybersecurity

Virtual private networks (VPNs) and password managers 
will reduce the concerns over cybersecurity. This is a 
significant shift in thinking for how companies protect 
their assets. With the threat of cyber attacks higher 
than ever before, keeping passwords secure will be 
tantamount to effective cybersecurity. Meanwhile, the 
use of in-house servers will decline.

Innovative Technology Will Empower Freight 
Consolidation and Use of Full Truckload

In a past Cerasis blog post, republished by Supply Chain 
Dive, the use of software-as-a-service (SaaS) platforms 
will empower better use of freight consolidation for LTL 
and parcels. This will reduce waste and save money 
through a check on spot freight rates.

http://cerasis.com
https://chiefexecutive.net/top-10-technology-trend-predictions-for-2019/
http://Supply Chain Dive
http://Supply Chain Dive
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Digital, Additive Manufacturing Will Achieve Viability

As noted by Lora Cecere via Supply Chain Brief, the use of 3D printing and augmented reality for 
personalization of products will mature in 2019. The technology is not new, but the investment 
costs of using it and making a profit are starting to decline. As a result, more companies will opt 
to leverage additive manufacturing throughout their supply chains. This will speed delivery by 
bringing products closer to consumers. 

Summary: Logistics Set to Benefit Most From Technology and Investment

From increased use of advanced analytics to artificial intelligence, shippers have a grand 
opportunity to increase profitability and improve customer service levels in 2019 through better 
logistics management. Shippers must put these trends into action by upgrading new systems, 
considering the impact of omnichannel in all logistics decisions and encouraging consumers to 
continue shopping online and in brick-and-mortar stores.

About Cerasis

At Cerasis, we believe you should be able to source dependable carriers without spending too 
much time and money, and easily provide reports to your leaders. That’s why we’ve helped 
thousands of shippers with over the road transportation management technology and services 
for over two decades.

Contact Us

There will never be problem free shipping, but you don’t have to lose customers, vendors, and 
revenue due to poor shipping practices. Schedule a free consultation, and let Cerasis get you 
closer to problem free shipping than ever before.

  

http://cerasis.com
https://cerasis.com/contact/transportation-management-consultation/



